Nanovesicles Mediated Tumor Tolerance in Dalton’s Ascites Lymphoma Mice
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Abstract

Shedding of microvesicles from live cells with 40-100 nm size is termed as exosomes or nanovesicles. They are secreted by various types of cells such as mast cells, dendritic cells, epithelial cells and so on. Inward interaction of plasma membrane along with its intracellular components results in the formation of budded microvesicles. These nanovesicles can also act as signalosomes, since it carry genetic information such as exosomal shuttle RNA, mRNA, DNA and proteins. Exosomes mediated signals are as similar as their cellular origin and it also transfers the information efficiently through cellular communication. Taking advantage of this peculiar function, cancer cells derived nanovesicles trigger cellular proliferation and attains malignancy by transferring the signals even to distant cells. Cell cycle dysregulation was well documented in Dalton’s ascites lymphoma mice and intra peritoneal injection of 1×10⁶ cells from DAL mice could induce metastasis in normal Swiss albino mouse within 10 days. To conclude, exchange of cellular signals by cancer cells derived exosomes efficiently induces metastasis in DAL mice. Consequently, this review will emphasize the role of exosomes in regulating cancer stemness and its microenvironment.
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Composition and Functions of Exosomes

Membrane bound vesicles which are 40-100 nm size are termed as exosomes. It was released as a result of multivesicular body fusion with plasma membrane [1]. Rose Johnstone in 1987 noticed the release of vesicles from cultured monolayer cells which contains significant enzyme activity and also escapes from the lysosomal degradation process [2]. Structure of exosomes contains tetraspanins (CD63, CD81, CD9), luminal protein TSG 101, integrins, and Rab proteins [3]. Apart from proteins, they are also enriched with lipids and its derivatives e.g. sphingolipids, phosphoglycerides, cholesterol, ceramide and phosphoglycerides [4]. Exosomal protein transport can be facilitated by the presence of chaperons otherwise known as heat shock protein (Hsp70) [5]. Functions of exosomes mainly depend on their parental cells or cellular origin from where it has been derived. Physiological circumstances also influence exosomal release and its function. Initially, it was presumed that exosomes could act only as garbage machinery, but later it has been proved that exosomes could act as a cell to cell messenger in a microenvironment and also at distant sites (Figure 1) [6].

Most of the body fluids such as saliva, serum, breast milk, lymph, urine, amniotic fluid, semen are known to possess exosomes and through systemic circulation blood plasma derived exosomes might be transported to various organs [7-9]. Till date the cellular interaction with exosomes is not discussed clearly and it may have receptor-ligand interactions as similar as in the cell- cell communication process [10]. Tumor derived MVs may induce epigenetic changes in the target cells by transferring genetic information. It not only transfers surrounding determinants but also transfer signals from tumor cells to normal cells. This effect is executed by horizontal transfer of exosomal shuttle mRNA and the biologically active proteins are expressed in the recipient cells [11]. Further, exosomes from a mouse or human mast cells could be transferred to other mouse and human mast cells. Further the transfer of genetic material has been confirmed by the presence of new proteins in recipient cells [12]. Exosome mediated transfer of genetic information has a major role in maintaining the cellular microenvironment and its stemness.

Exosomes and its Secretion

Firstly, exosomes have been believed as vesicles to dispose the unwanted proteins from cells, but later it has been confirmed that it also communicates with its microenvironment. Basically two different pathways are involved in exosome secretion i.e. by Trans-Golg network and the other one is through inducible release from multivesicular bodies. From the literature survey, it has been confirmed that stress or DNA damage leads to the activation and or upregulation of p53 a tumor suppressor protein, which thereby initiates the tumor suppressor activated protein pathway (TSAP-6) followed by ESCRT (Endosomal Sorting Complex Required for Transport) proteins expression and finally it increases the exosome secretion [13]. Though the active form of p53 is not expressed, over expression of TSAP-6 by Rab/GTPase proteins could increase the exosomes production [14]. Hence p53 regulates exosome production through TSAP-6 pathway. Another possibility of increasing the exosomes production could be done by up regulating Rab/GTPase proteins to regulate the expression of TSAP-6 proteins. In most of the cancer cells, mutated Rab-GTPase
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and its over expression has been reported [15]. Hence the exosomes secretion in tumor cells and its crosstalk between vicinity cells could facilitate the tumor microenviroment (Figure 2).

**Cell-cell Interactions**

Very recently, exosomes are considered to play an essential cellular function by the presence of its shuttle RNA and miRNA [16]. Bilipid layer of exosomes also contains integrins which assist them in a strong adhesion with target cells. The transformation of genetic material occurred horizontally from exosomes to the target cells and thereby it influences the target cell functions [17,18]. Based on their cellular origin and the parental cell physiology, these signalosomes possess a wide range of functions. Exosomal shuttle mRNA is capable of travelling distant sites to reach the recipient cells and thereby it influence the recipient cell’s protein production [19]. Extracellular release of exosomes enables them to interact with the target cells and leads to physiological changes [20]. The bottom line of exosomal interactions with recipient cells may occur through three ways, i.e. fusion of target cell plasma membrane with exosomes leads to their release into the cells [21]. The second one is based on the ligand receptor binding process [22] and the third one is through endocytosis or pinocytosis process [23]. Mostly, these nanovesicles internalize into recipient cells by the fusion of its plasma membrane when compared to endocytosis process [24].

**Exosomes in Pathological Conditions**

At the outset, in 2001 Taylor confirmed the release of microvesicles from ovarian cancer cells [25]. A wide range of pathological conditions i.e. metastasis of cancer, cardiovascular and degenerative diseases is well accompanied with exosomes concentration and function. Cancer cells derived exosomes are efficient to transfer signals as tumor antigens to dendritic cells and thereby induce immune responses [20]. But it can also induce immunosuppressive effect by inducing regulatory T cells differentiation or by activating apoptosis in cytotoxic T-cells [26]. It was well documented that tumor cells derived exosomes promotes angiogenesis and metastasis process [19]. Exosomes exert anti-tumoral immunity by the presence of their tumor specific antigens in the other way it releases soluble immune suppressive factors in the form vesicles into their microenvironment [27]. Hence these nanovesicles induce significant tumor microenvironment in cancer cells. In addition, tumor derived exosomes also upregulates apoptotic inhibitory proteins and enhances tumor progression. Glioblastoma derived exosomes showed the transfer of genetic material and proteins from tumor cells to neighboring cells that facilitates the tumor invasion and...
metastasis process [28,29]. Experimental evidence on gastro-intestinal cancer induced rat model suggested the enrichment of cell adhesion molecules such as CD63, CD81 and CD9 in tumor derived exosomes. Presence of such structural tetraspanins in tumor exosomes assists them to promote angiogenesis and metastasis [30]. Solid tumor cells derived exosomes increased the stromal cell populations significantly and this peculiar property facilitates the tumor invasion, angiogenesis and metastasis [31]. Recent report on cancer cells derived exosomes depicted that exosomal DNA could induce cellular proliferation since it resembles the parental genetic mutations. In addition, they also emphasized that packaging of exosomal content varies with different type of cancer cells such as leukemia, melanoma, breast, prostate and lung etc. [32].

Case Study: Dalton’s Ascites Lymphoma (DAL)

The animals (Swiss albino strain, male ± 30 g body weight per mouse) were fed with pellet feed (Sai Durga Feeds Ltd, Bangalore) and water ad libitum. They were maintained under normal lighting regimen (12 L:D) with controlled temperature (25 ± 5°C) throughout the experimental period. Swiss albino mice provide a convenient model, since intra peritoneal injection of ascites cells of DAL mice (1×10^6 cells/mouse around 30 g body weight) into abdominal cavity of normal healthy recipient mouse leads to tumor allograft and proliferation was observed after 72 hrs. Morphological differences with increased tumor volume and body weight was observed in DAL induced mice (Figure 3). The study was performed with the guidelines of Institutional Animal Ethics Committee (IAEC), Bharathidasan University, India [33].

Aggressive tumor development in DAL was associated with inhibition of humoral and cell mediated immunity [34]. It has been studied in DAL tumor cells that B-cells dominate cell mediated immune responses thereby activating anti-apoptotic pathway for high cellular proliferation [35]. Initiation and progression of DAL tumor cells occurred through reactive oxygen metabolites under hypoxic condition. In general, exponential decrease in cellular immunity directs to high risk of lymphomas and melanomas [36]. Indeed, it was confirmed that DAL tumor cells derived exosomes remains as a close replica of its parental cells and possess similar functions which confers a significant immunosuppressive effect, when it was injected into a normal mouse. These signalosomes could also transfer their genetic information through shuttle RNA, miRNA and proteins to the adjacent and distant cells [29]. Beyond these cell to cell interactions in DAL mice, exosomes cause phenotypic changes by enhancing its tumor volume and the stromal cell populations [33]. To conclude, preliminary evidences of this case study confirmed that the ascites fluid from DAL mice contain notable tumor derived signalosomes or nanovesicles, which shapes the microenvironment and promotes tumor stemness and metastasis process. Consequently a better understanding on tumor derived exosomes will direct a new biomarker for cancer diagnosis and therapeutics.
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